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The importance of walking around Brunswick safely, for 
exercise, transport and enjoyment, has been highlighted 
during the 2020–21 Covid pandemic.
Nearly everyone walks, but there are important differences 
in the extent and enjoyment of walking – poor pedestrian 
infrastructure and bad urban design disadvantages many 
groups, including the very young and old, those living with 
disabilities and those concerned about personal safety. 
As	part	of	its	ongoing	work	around	traffic	management	
in our fast changing suburb, Brunswick Residents 
Network (BRN) has joined with Walk on Moreland and 
local residents’ groups to establish a working group on 
pedestrian safety and amenity. 
A survey of Moreland residents across the four Brunswick 
postcodes was carried out by BRN in late summer and 
autumn 2021, with 922 people responding.
The	survey	builds	on	two	previous	BRN	surveys	on	traffic	
and its impact on our lives (from 2011, identifying issues 
and 2014, focusing on solutions).  It collates differing 
perspectives about walking – and how Moreland Council 
can better support pedestrians – from people who live 
in Brunswick. It provides additional solid evidence for 
our recommendations to Moreland Integrated Transport 
Strategy, MITS 2019.
This detailed new data, with a larger sample and area, will 
be used to inform and lobby Moreland Council and the 
Victorian government to facilitate walking by making it 
safer	and	more	enjoyable,	to	the	benefit	of	all.		
This study shows that people walk for health, for 
enjoyment, for convenience, for the environment – but 
also because they can’t afford not to. For all these reasons, 
it is crucial that barriers to walking are removed: that basic 
pedestrian infrastructure is brought up to scratch, that 
more	aggressive	steps	are	taken	to	slow	traffic	and	keep	it	
out	of	our	residential	streets,	that	our	streets	are	beautified,	
and that the threat of violence is addressed.   
As you will see in these pages, improving walking begins 
with	fixing	the	footpaths	–	but	needs	much	much	more,	
requiring action both across Council departments, and 
involving our diverse community. 

Introduction

Walking in Brunswick: Executive summary

"More seat and shades 
are very important for 
older walkers like my self 
where I can rest when I 
need to and feel protected 
from the sun more often 
so I don’t feel like I am 
going to pass out"
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brunswickresidents.files.wordpress.com/2011/10/traffic-survey-final-report.pdf
https://brunswickresidents.files.wordpress.com/2011/10/2014-02-25_brunswick-traffic-report-small.pdf
https://brunswickresidents.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/mits-august-2018-brn-response.pdf
https://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/globalassets/key-docs/policy-strategy-plan/mits-2019.pdf
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Walking in Brunswick: Executive summary

This survey was promoted to Brunswick residents 
using a wide range of channels. As a result, 922 
people completed the survey.  
(See p.43 for sample details and survey method.) 

Here are seven key issues which appear repeatedly 
through different survey questions, and discussed, 
along with other insights and concerns, in this report:

1. More trees
Not only do most people want more shady trees, but this is 
a top priority. (It was also the top priority in our 2014 BRN 
traffic survey.)
More than half of the respondents want more shady trees; 
and a third say that more shady trees will make the most 
difference (increasing with age). When asked to name 
one thing Moreland Council should do for walking, “More 
shady trees/ shelter” was listed  by 111 people and was 
the second most common theme.

2. People walk, a lot
More than two thirds of respondents walk every day 
(three quarters in Brunswick East 3057). More than 
half walk for more than five hours in a week.  People 
walk to shops, trams and for recreation.  They walk for 
health, for convenience, and for the environment. 
When asked about walking since Covid, the most common 
response was that people are now walking more often. 

3. People walk because it’s free
More than half our respondents gave “it’s free” as a 
reason for walking. This is more evident amongst younger 
respondents (with 75% marking this as a reason). 
A substantial group wrote in that they didn’t have a car or 
didn’t drive. (The 2016 census for Brunswick found that 
over	one	in	five	households	have	no	car,	and	only	32%	of	
residents drive a car to work.)
These	findings	should	be	further	researched	by	Council,	as	
many services assume that residents drive.  It’s important 
to know how many residents don’t have a licence, or 
access to a car; how many walk to save money; can’t drive 

Key issues
due to age or disability; how many don’t go out after dark 
because they can’t afford a taxi or Uber home, or suffer 
economic hardship when they work night shifts. 

3. Poor footpath quality
Responses suggest that Moreland Council is failing to 
maintain footpath quality, a basic amenity for local residents. 
Thirty-six per cent of respondents say footpath quality 
is	worse	compared	to	five	years	ago;	35%	of	respondents	
give more even footpaths top priority as an item which 
“would make the most difference”. This is the highest-
rating	option	for	71–80-year	olds	(60%	).	This	result	reflects	
previous high support for improving footpaths shown in 
our 2014 survey. 
Suggestions for "one thing in particular" that Council could 
do	to	improve	walking	confirm	that	footpath	quality	is	a	
major resident priority for Council action (No.=123). More 
even footpaths get most mentions, and wider paths and 
removing obstructions are also common priorities.

4. Too much traffic, and  
too many aggressive drivers 
Sixty per cent or more of respondents say there is more 
traffic	in	their	streets	and	more	aggressive	drivers	compared	
to	five	years	ago.	Other	common	concerns	were	traffic	
speed,	the	difficulty	in	crossing	roads,	and	more	trucks.	
Less	aggressive	drivers,	and	less	traffic,	were	both	given	
a top rating as items which “would make the most 
difference”.	(Traffic	volume	and	speed,	and	aggression,	
were also top concerns in our 2011 study.) 
Answers to open-ended Q.12, suggest the priority for many 
people is to create safer walking in residential streets by 
removing	through	traffic	and	slowing	it	down,	with	many	
suggestions for stronger measures than currently used.  
Dangerous cyclist behaviour is also raised. 
Almost half (49.5 per cent) agreed that it would “make 
walking	safer	if	traffic	speeds	in	Brunswick’s	residential	
streets were limited to 30kph” (with higher proportions 
of older people, and parents walking with children and 
babies concurring). This may suggest growing support for 
lowering speeds. (In our 2014 study only around a third of 
people agreed with lowering speed limits.)

https://brunswickresidents.files.wordpress.com/2011/10/2014-02-25_brunswick-traffic-report-small.pdf
https://brunswickresidents.files.wordpress.com/2011/10/2014-02-25_brunswick-traffic-report-small.pdf
https://brunswickresidents.files.wordpress.com/2011/10/2014-02-25_brunswick-traffic-report-small.pdf
https://brunswickresidents.files.wordpress.com/2011/10/traffic-survey-final-report.pdf
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5. Some women don’t walk at 
night, for fear of attack.
The survey found that only a third of people walk after 
dark, compared to two thirds walking in the daytime. 
However, more men walk at night (43%) than women 
(25%). More women report that better lighting will make 
them walk more often. 
•	 More women report it “feels less safe walking at night” 

compared	to	five	years	ago	(F	35%,	M	19%)	
•	 More women agreed “I would walk more often if I 

wasn’t worried about my safety” (F 46%, M 16%) 
•	 More women ranked “I wasn’t worried about my 

safety” as a top item, when asked to rank options on 
“What would make the most difference?”  
(F 38%, M 15%)

•	 More women ranked “I felt safer walking at night” as a 
top item, when asked to rank options on “What would 
make the most difference?” (F 41%, M 14%) 

•	 More women agreed “I would walk more often if 
streets were better lit” (F 35%, M 19%) 

•	 More women ranked “Better lighting” as a top item, 
when asked to rank options on “What would make the 
most difference?” (F 26%, M 12%) 

The results clearly show that the fear of attack is preventing 
people walking, with women far more affected than men.  
(This concern was also expressed in our 2011 study.) 
However the issue of personal safety does not only affect 
women. As these statistics show, personal safety concerns 
deter some males from walking. It is also a concern 
even for some groups who walk a lot. Although younger 
people were more likely to walk after dark (42% of 18–30, 
compared with 15% of 71–80), they are very concerned 
about night time safety (even more than women, on these 
measures):

•	 Fifty-one percent of 18–30 year olds report “I would 
walk more often if I wasn’t worried about my safety” 

•	 Fifty per cent of 18–30 year olds report “I would walk 
more often if streets were better lit” 

Personal	safety	concerns	are	also	reflected	in	responses	to	
open-ended questions, in particular “Are there places you 
avoid . . .?)” where 189 responses (36% of 526 comments) 
referred to places avoided at night. 
In relation to personal safety, there is one notable, positive 
trend which encourages walking, resulting from our 
growing	population.	When	asked	“Compared	to	five	years	
ago what is better?” more people out walking in our streets 
is seen as an improvement:
•	 More people walking in the day: 64%
•	 More people walking at night: 28%
References to solutions to this issue are considerably fewer 
than references to the problem.  When asked “What is 
one thing you would like Moreland Council to do . . .?”, 
responses	reflect	the	challenges	in	making	streets	safe	
from attack.  Eighty-four people wrote about lighting 
and night-time safety; while smaller numbers proposed 
surveillance, policing, or enforcement, or a need to work 
on underlying social issues. 

6. People want enjoyable walking
As well as greenery, people like to walk among attractive 
and interesting buildings and gardens. People suggested 
more art on the streets, and more historical information. 
They avoid busy roads – in particular Sydney Road. They  
don’t want to see rubbish, tagging and ugly buildings, and 
would like toilets, water, and no bitey dogs.

7. Is there a single “Brunswick”?
As noted above, on many questions age and gender gave 
different perspectives and priorities. In addition, when 
there are postcode differences in responses, it’s almost 
always Brunswick West that is different. We suggest that 
this is because until now high-density development has 
been largely in Brunswick and Brunswick East postcodes, 
3056 and 3057; and possibly because geography protects 
some areas in the west from rat-running. This may all 
change as more apartments are built in Activity Centres 
and Residential Growth Zones in the west.

Walking in Brunswick: Executive summary

Key issues
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Walking in Brunswick: Executive summary

Recommendations

As Moreland City Council developed the Moreland 
Integrated Transport Strategy (MITS) in 2018-19, 
residents highlighted walking as an important 
element of “active transport”, alongside cycling 
and public transport. Despite this, the final strategy 
includes very few strategic commitments to make 
walking safer, healthier and more enjoyable. 
This survey shows residents want more concrete 
responses. The following list of recommendations 
is based directly on the most common barriers to 
walking and priorities, expressed in survey responses.

1. Recognise walking's importance
Our	survey	shows	people	walk	a	lot,	and	probably	more	
since Covid. It shows that many people walk because 
they can't afford the alternatives, or don't or can't drive. 
Facilitating walking is thus a question of equity.  
Walking	is	also	beneficial	for	health,	environment,	traffic	
management – and the Council budget! Getting more 
people walking in turn encourages others to walk.
So we propose: 
1. Give	priority	to	pedestrians	in	transport/traffic	

budgeting and strategies. This is already policy and 
just needs implementing!

2. Promote walking to the community.
3. In planning Council services and activities, assume 

that a substantial proportion of Moreland residents, 
especially in Brunswick, don't have access to a car.

4. Council	should	carry	out	detailed	research	to	find	out	
who and how many people this is!

5. Ensure that there are separate budget lines for 
pedestrian and cycling infrastructure.

6. Require	that	officer	reports	to	Councillors	address	
the impacts on pedestrians of any planning/park/ 
infrastructure projects.

7. Initiate and promote more organised Council or 
community walks: guided tours of local history sites; 
tours of Melbourne General Cemetery; “walking 
school buses” for children; park rambles for lonely 
70+ residents.

2. Fix the footpaths
The condition of Brunswick's footpaths is a disgrace – 
both compared to other municipalities, and to the rest of 
Moreland.  People want even, wider and unobstructed 
footpaths. Footpath quality is discouraging walking.
•	 We propose a focused program to audit footpaths, 

bring sub-standard ones up to scratch, and re-build 
roads in high-density areas to give more room to 
pedestrians, in line with MITS.

•	 Stop traders and developers obstructing footpaths. 
•	 Moreland Council needs a system for better co-

ordination between different divisions (maintenance, 
open space, transport etcetera) to complete a range 
of tasks at the same time (such as planting trees, 
renewing concrete, adding seats).

•	 Shared paths deter walkers, so where possible create 
separated paths; otherwise set low speed limits. 

3. Address walking fears
Women (in particular) are walking less at night because 
they don't feel safe. Young people walk at night but many 
don't feel safe.
It's important that Council keeps working on these issues.  
Survey responses suggest four solutions:
1. People feel safer in 2021 than previously, because 

there are more people around. Get more people 
walking and this will in itself encourage walking.

2. Improve lighting, especially on routes home from 
tram and train. This is part of the solution (while 
recognising that not everywhere can be lit).

3. Work with other levels of government to eradicate 
violence against women, and violence in general.

4. Collaborate with women’s organisations and research 
centres like Monash University’s XYX lab to conduct 
further studies on innovative solutions to safety, that 
enhance rather than restrict mobility around the suburb.

"I don’t have a car. 
Walking may be my only 
transport option."
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Recommendations

Walking in Brunswick: Executive summary 

"Walking to childcare much 
quicker than loading little 
person in car or putting on 
a bike"

4. Make walking beautiful
Moreland Council should:
1. Continue and expand its tree-planting program, with 

extra resources allocated to keep trees alive.
2. Focus on aesthetics and greenery in park design, and 

in negotiating urban planning decisions.
3. Encourage and fund more citizen initiatives: street art 

and murals, documenting local history (e.g. through 
Library fellowships), and support for community 
initiatives on nature-strip planting and gardening.

5. Fix traffic
Moreland Council should:
1. Identify	"rat-runs".	Use	stronger	traffic	management	

tools	(e.g.	chicanes	and	road	closures)	to	reduce	traffic	
volumes and take decisive measures to keep through 
traffic	("rat	running")	out	of	local	streets.	

2. Continue to trial and implement further speed 
reductions	(30kph)	and	Shared	Zones	to	slow	traffic	on	
residential streets.

3. Continue to build safe crossing points, where 
pedestrians want them,  on Council-managed roads.

4. Work with the Department of Transport (DoT) to reduce 
speeds  and increase safe crossings on Brunswick's 
60kph DoT roads. 

5. Work with police on addressing aggressive driving.
6. Increase funding to separate cycling and pedestrian 

paths. Initiate dialogue on pedestrian-safe cycling.

6. Action on traffic hot spots
	This	survey	identifies	a	number	of	“hot	spots”	that	
are unsafe for pedestrians. In many cases, these are 
long-standing	danger	zones	identified	by	residents,	
but solutions have been delayed by buck-passing 
between Council, the Department of Transport and State 
Government.	Many	reflect	areas	of	"densification."
Moreland Council should:
•	 Organise	a	series	of	community	consultations	to	

identify key problems and possible solutions for the 
most important hot spots.

•	 Convene multi-stakeholder meetings between 
residents, Council staff, DoT, and Yarra Trams.

•	 Prioritise budgets and/or seek more State Government 
funding	to	fix	the	problem,	now.

7. Manage development
Moreland Council should check and manage planning 
applications to ensure: 
•	 Pedestrian infrastructure is upgraded at developer 

cost to provide for the resulting population increase.
•	 All standards relating to pedestrians are met  

(e.g. for exit locations, crossovers, delivery bays).
•	 There is permeability (i.e. pedestrian through-

cuts, even where they didn't previously exist), with 
separated footpaths and bike paths. 

•	 Planning permit conditions and enforcement ensure 
developers take responsibility for restoring the road, 
crossovers and footpaths to fully meet  standards, and 
adequately serve higher pedestrian densities. 

•	 Set and implement standards to prevent creation of 
wind tunnels and overshadowing.

•	 Planning staff use all available means to encourage 
aesthetically pleasing buildings (both design and 
greenery).

•	 Require footpath-wide verandah/awnings.
•	 Footpaths are not closed unless no other option is 

feasible, and for a minimum time.
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The responses to these two questions show just 
how important walking is as a means of transport 
and recreation.  The hours walked show that most 
respondents are not just walking "to the tram stop". 

Question 2. How often do you walk? 

Most respondents (67%) walk every day, with another 30% 
walking a few times a week. The proportion who report 
walking once a week or never is very small, less than 3%.

Question 3. How long do you walk for?
Most people report walking for several hours each week, with 
more	than	half	of	respondents	walking	for	more	than	five	
hours weekly. (More than 80% walk for over two hours per 
week.)

How often do you walk? 

Never (0.2%) 

Once a week (2.5%) 

Few times a week (30.2%) 

Every day (67.1%) 

In a normal week, how long do 
you walk for? 

At least an hour (17%) 

2 to 5 hours (30%) 

5 to 7 hours (30%) 

More than 7 hours (23%) 

How much do we walk?
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Destinations:

"Around the block for 
exercise and to bus stop with 
miss fifteen-and-a-half Y.O."

"I have walking circuits I do 
depending on how long I'm 
walking for."

"Dog parks, merri creek, 
parks in general, art 
galleries"

"Back lane rambling"
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How much do we walk?

Who says what?
Age
The proportion of people walking more than seven hours 
a	week	increased	significantly	with	age.	Those	reporting	
they walked for "More than 7 hours a week" increased 
from 12% for 18–30-year olds, to 29% for 51–70-year 
olds.	Of	those	who	ticked	“over an hour a week” (the 
lowest	option)	significantly	more	were	in	the	younger	
18–30 age group, compared to 31–70-year olds. 

Postcode
People in Brunswick East 3057 were more likely than other 
postcodes to walk every day – with 75% walking daily.  

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Under 18 

18-30 

31-50 

51-70 

71-80 

Over 80 

In a normal week, how long do 
you walk for? 

At least 1 hour 2 to 5 hours 5 to 7 hours 7 or more hours 
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When do we walk?

Question 4. When do you walk? 
 (Respondents could select multiple choices)

The most common times to walk (with two thirds or 
more selecting) were late afternoon, weekends and 
daytime. After Dark was noticeably lower (31%).

There	are	significant	age	and	gender	differences	in	when	
people walk, clearly illustrated in the graph below and 
discussed	in	more	detail	on	the	next	page.	Older	people	
walk more in the early morning and daytime, and those 
walking after dark are more likely to be younger people. 
Women are far less likely than men to walk after dark. 
The most obvious explanation suggested by this is fear of 
violent attack: this explanation is backed by comments in 
other questions. 
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When do you walk? 	
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When do you walk? 

Under 18 18-30 31-50 51-70 71-80 Over 80 
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When do we walk?  

Who said what?
Gender
There	was	a	significant	gender	difference	for	After Dark, 
with 43% of males walking after dark, compared to 25% 
of females. 
As set out in the Introduction, responses to other 
questions suggest that fewer women walk at night, 
for	fear	of	attack.	Our	survey	does	not	capture	any	
other differences in male/female responses that would 
explain why less women walk after dark. Women walk as 
often	as	men	(Q.2).	There	is	no	significant	difference	in	
proportions walking to restaurants/cafes (Q.5).  

Age
The	data	shows	significant	differences	between	age	
groups, with clear overall trends. 
In short, the older the respondent, the more likely they 
are to walk in the early morning or daytime; and the less 
likely they are to walk in the late afternoon or at night. 
For example, less than 15% of over-70s walk after dark; 
but they are more likely than younger age groups to 
walk during the daytime.   
These age differences may well relate to social patterns: 
i.e. that under-70s are more likely to be at work or 
school during the day, and that younger people socialise 
more at night. 
Significant differences between age groups are:

•	 18–30 less likely to walk in the daytime than 51–70, 
or 71–80

•	 31–50 less likely to walk in the daytime than 71–80
•	 51–70 more likely than 18–30, and less likely than 

71–80, to walk in the daytime
•	 71–80 are more likely than 18–30, 31–50 or 51–70 

to walk in the daytime
•	 18–30 are more likely than 71–80, to walk in the 

late afternoon
•	 18–30 are more likely than 51–70 to walk after dark

43% 

25% 

0% 

25% 

50% 

75% 

100% 

Males Females 

Walk after dark 	
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"I wouldn't walk through 
parks at night by myself, 
and often feel unsafe on 
quiet streets at night 
as well."
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Where do we walk to?  
Question 5. Where do you walk to? 
(Respondents could select multiple choices)

More than three quarters of respondents walk both for 
practical tasks (shopping) and for recreation or exercise 
(parks).  These responses show again how important 
walking is. 
The results show that almost everyone walks, at various 
times and to different locations.
The top three responses were a park; shops; and local cafes 
and	restaurants,	all	of	which	most	people	walk	to.	Other	
major destinations included walking to transport and to 
friends’ houses.

Destination Per cent

A park 86%
Shops 84%
Local cafes and restaurants 79%
Transport (train, tram, bus) 65%
Friends' houses 49%
Fitness centre/gym/Baths 26%
Library 22%
Work 17%
School or child care 15%
Community Centre 4%
Other 20%

“Other” destinations
These	options	were	not	specifically	elicited,	and	numbers	
are much lower. However there are informative clusters 
and many evocative comments in the 188 responses. 
(Read the full list online.)
The most common responses involved walking with no 
specific destination; and going to particular parklands, 
mostly the Merri and Moonee Ponds creeks. There are many 
dog references. This table sets out categories with 5 or more 
responses:

"Other" destination (Over 5 responses) No.

No	specific	destination	–	“just	walking” 74
Named parklands 45
Dog-related 25
Exercise related 18
To appointments 8
The pub 6

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

Park 

Shops 

Cafes, restaurants 

Public transport  

Friends' houses 

Gym/Baths 

Library 

Work 

School / child care 

Community Centre 

Other  

Where do you walk to? 	
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https://brunswickresidents.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/data_q5_210816.pdf
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"I have a 15 week old baby. So 
we walk everywhere."

"Everywhere because I do not 
own a car."

"Walk ‘the streets’ with the dog"

"Movies, local pub"

"Picking up takeaway food"

"Sports training - hockey"

"General ambling"

Where do we walk to?  

Who said what?
Age
•	 82% of the 18–30 age group recorded walking 

to	public	transport	(PT),	significantly	higher	than	
31–70-year olds.

•	 Under 18s also scored highly on both walking to PT, 
and on walking to school.

•	 The second demographic commonly walking to 
school or childcare was the 31–50 age group.

•	 Younger age groups, 18–50, are less likely to walk to 
the library than 51–70 or 71–80-year-olds ( 39% of 
this age bracket walk to the library). Younger people 
(37% of this age group) are also more likely to walk 
to	a	gym	or	fitness	centre.	

•	 90% of 31–50 year olds reported walking to shops, 
challenging stereotypes that they are more car-
dependent. (Given long-running disputes over 
parking in Sydney Road, local traders take note – a 
lot of your customers walk!)

Gender
More males walk to work: 20% of males, compared to 
14% of females.
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Why do we walk?  
Question 6: Why do you walk?  
(Respondents could make multiple choices) 

Most respondents walk for their mental and physical 
health. In addition (in rough order of popularity) 
they give reasons linked to these themes:

•	 social responsibility  
(better for the environment, reduce congestion)

•	 pleasure/sociability reasons  
(fun, walking with friends/dogs, meeting people)

•	 practical reasons  
(convenience, free, can’t park at destination)  

More than half the respondents select “it’s free” as a reason 
for walking , an important reminder that transport cost 
is an issue for many residents and that driving is not an 
option for many. 
As well, the most common response to "other", was not 
having access to a car (No.=39; 4%). Further research is 
needed on this issue. There are a variety of reasons offered 
for having no or limited access to cars. (Most commonly 
no car, but also no drivers licence, licence suspended, too 
young or old, no money, disability, car not available, like a 
drink!).  
These responses make walkability, and access to Council 
services without a car, questions of equity.   

Reason Per cent

Better physical health 90%
Better mental health 78%
It's better for the 
environment

61%

Reduce	traffic	congestion 39%
It's fun 52%
I enjoy walking with friends 36%
I meet people 17%
Walking the dog 28%
It's free 51%
It's convenient 64%
Can't park at destinations 25%
Other	(please	specify) 12%

“Other” reasons for walking
Some responses spell out details of the listed reasons, 
in particular convenience, health and mental well-being. 
No access to a car (discussed above) was the single most 
common new comment, followed by quality of life.
(Read the full list online.)

Category No.

No car/don't drive 39
It's convenient 24
For quality of life 21
Exercise or health 11
Better physical health 10
Mental health/relaxation 7

No car
"Cant afford a car"

"I have a disability that prevents me 
from driving or cycling, so walking is my 
primary mode of transport."

"Drinking"

90% 
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17% 
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https://brunswickresidents.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/data_q6_210816.pdf
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Well-being
"To get out of the house when I am WFH, 
to clear my head." 

“To be better connected to local businesses 
and to have interactions with neighbours."

"To get sunshine and fresh air."

"Missus makes me walk. Also sometimes 
sports injuries mean that I have no other 
exercise option available."

Convenience
"Destinations are close by. No point 
driving."

"Because it is less stressful than driving and 
less of a hassle (sitting in traffic, finding 
a park) and because most things I need in 
Moreland are accessible by walking."

Why do we walk?  

Who said what?
Age 
There	were	significant	differences	between	age	groups	
on four of the reasons suggested for walking.  
It’s free: Cost of mobility is an issue for 51% of 
respondents, but it is more of a concern for the young 
than older age groups: 75% for 18–30 year olds, but 
decreasing with age to 37% for 71–80 year olds.   
Walking the dog:	this	was	significantly	more	common	
among 51–70 year olds (33%) compared to 18–30 year 
olds (21%).
I meet people: Meeting people was more important to 
people over 50. Younger age groups (18–30 and 31–50) 
were	significantly	less	likely	to	give	this	as	a	reason	than	
51–70 and 71–80 year-olds.  No one under 18 selected 
this reason, while 43% of the over-80s gave this as a 
reason.
It’s convenient: Convenience was selected by 72% of the 
31–50 age-group, compared to 53% of 51–70 year olds.

Postcode differences  
There is agreement across postcodes on the more 
common reasons for walking. However West Brunswick 
3055 differs from Brunswick 3056 and East Brunswick 
3057.	Westies	are	significantly	less	likely	to	give	“Can’t 
park at destinations” as a reason for walking.  They 
also rate lower on “It’s better for the environment” and 
“Reduce traffic congestion”. 
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Why do you walk? 
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Interests
"Exploring is probably the best reason, also 
photography."

"I discover local things."

"Bird watching."

"Book fridge."
Note: data in this graph is an approximation
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Better or worse?  

Question 8: Compared to five years ago, 
what is better?  
634 answered, 288 skipped.  
Respondents could make multiple choices. 

Answer choice Per cent

Footpath quality 17%
Easier to cross the road 9%
More seats 6%
More shady trees 18%
Less	traffic	in	my	street 5%
Traffic	is	slower 12%
More careful drivers 6%
Fewer trucks 8%
More people walking in the day 64%
More people walking at night 28%
Better lighting 12%
Feels safer walking in the daytime 21%
Feels safer walking at night 10%

The only highly selected option was “More people walking 
in the day” (64%).  Two other options were selected by 
more than 20%: “More people walking at night” and “Feels 
safer walking in the daytime”  

Question 9: Compared to five years ago, 
what is worse? 
711 answered, 211 skipped

Answer choice Per cent

Footpath quality 36%
Harder to	cross	the	road 40%
Less seats 5%
Less shady	trees 15%
More traffic	in	my	street 62%
Traffic	is faster 42%
More	aggressive drivers 60%
More trucks 33%
Less people	walking	in	the	day 2%
Less people	walking	at	night 10%
Worse lighting 9%
Feels	less	safe walking	in	the	daytime 7%
Feels	less	safe walking	at	night 30%

Two options are selected as worse by 60% or more of 
respondents: “More traffic in my street” and “More 
aggressive drivers".
Other	common	responses	(30%	or	more)	are:	faster	traffic,	
harder to cross, footpath quality, trucks, and safety at night. 

Note: More than a quarter of respondents skipped one 
or both questions, with more skipping Q.8. As fewer 
people answered question 8, comparing percentages 
slightly over-represents “better” response numbers.  

Questions 8 and 9 taken 
together
Were opinions divided on whether these aspects were 
better or worse? Not much. The only higher-rating 
option where opinions were substantially divided was 
“Footpath quality”: 36% thought this was worse, while 
17% thought quality was better. 

Questions 8 and 9: better vs worse

Questions 8 and 9 offered mirrored options so responses can be compared. 
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Better or worse?  
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Better or worse?  
Questions 8 and 9: better vs worse (continued)

Who said what? 
By gender:
What is better?
Two	differences	rate	as	significant:
•	 Men are more likely to rate footpath quality as 

better (M 24%, vs F 13%). (Noting however that 
over a third of both genders rate footpath quality as 
worse, M 34% vs F 37%.)  

•	 Women are more likely to select “More people 
walking in the day” as an option  (F 68% vs M 57%).

What is worse?
Two	options	about	walking	at	night	show	significant	
gender differences. Females are more likely to choose 
“Feels less safe walking at night”  (F 35%, vs M 19%)  
and “less people walking at night” (F 11% vs M 5%). 

Who said what? 
By age
What is better?
•	 More shady trees: A positive response regarding 

trees increases with age, with 33% of 71–80 year-
olds choosing this as an improvement, compared to 
10% of 18–30 year-olds. 

What is worse?
Older	people	are	more	likely	to	rate	footpath	quality,	and	
crossing the road, as worse; whereas proportionately 
more younger people rate lighting, night-time safety, 
and numbers walking at night, as worse.  For example:
•	 Footpath quality 71–80 years: 54%; 18–30 years: 20%

•	 Harder to cross the road 51–70 years: 47%; 
31–50 years: 35% 

•	 Less people walking at night 18–30 years: 20%; 
71–80 years: 2%

•	 Worse lighting  18–30 years: 13%; 71–80 years: 2%

•	 Feels less safe walking at night 18–30 years: 35%; 
71–80 years: 20% 

By postcode
What is better?
Not much difference between postcodes, except for 
people who say there is “Less traffic in my street.” East 
Brunswick residents 3057 (8%) differ from Brunswick 
3056 (3%) and West Brunswick 3055 (1%). Note that 
three road closures have been constructed in East 
Brunswick	in	the	last	two	years.		HOWEVER	.	.	.

What is worse?
East Brunswickians are pretty clear: 61% choose “More 
traffic in my street”, while only 8% said there’s less! 
Residents	in	Brunswick	West	are	significantly	less	likely	
to select “More trucks” (19%) than Brunswick (36%) or 
East Brunswick (35%).  
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What needs to change?

• What would make you walk more?
• Would 30kph make walking safer? 
• What would make the most difference?
• What is one thing Moreland Council should do?
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What needs to change?
Question 7. I would walk more often if . . . 
 (871 responses)

“More shady trees”  was selected by more than half 
the respondents. Other higher-rating choices related 
to pedestrian safety, infrastructure and traffic. “If I 
had more time” rated fourth.  

Respondents showed a high level of concern about three 
aspects of safety: from attack, from vehicle collisions, and 
from accidents due to poor footpath quality.
There	are	significant	gender	differences	in	responses	to	
this	question	–	see	findings	on	next	page.	These	reinforce	
the concern that safety from attack is at the front of the 
minds of many females, and deters them from walking.  
It’s not clear why males on the other hand are more likely 
than women to be deterred from walking by vehicular 
traffic	and	its	hazards.		
Solutions to “If I had more time” may relate more to family 
structures and employment practices. However answers to 
question 15 suggest that working from home since Covid 
has given people more time to walk. 
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What needs to change?

Who said what?
Gender
There	were	significant	differences	between	males	and	
females in responses to eight of the sixteen options, on 
what would make them walk more often.
More women chose “streets were better lit”.  With 
a split of F 43% vs M 26%, this mirrors the responses 
already noted on walking after dark (M 43%/ F 25%). 
Women were also more likely to choose [if] "I wasn’t 
worried about my safety’ (F 46%/M 16% ). (In context 
it appears that safety was taken to mean safety from 
attack).
Men were more likely to choose these options:
• Footpaths were wider

• I wasn’t worried about being run over

• There was less traffic in local streets

• The traffic moved more slowly

• Walking to school was safer

• The air was cleaner

Age
For	several	options,	responses	varied	significantly	
according to age:
Increasing with age:

•	 Footpaths were more even. Ranged from 27% of 
18–30 year olds, to 61% of 71–80-year olds

•	 There were less cyclists on the footpaths. Ranged 
from 13% of 18–30 year olds, to 33% of 71–80-year 
olds

Decreasing with age

•	 Streets were better lit: Ranged from 50% of 18–30 
year olds, to 20% of 71–80 year olds  (we noted 
above that only 15% of this latter group walk after 
dark) 

•	 I wasn’t worried about my safety: Ranged from 51% 
of 18–30 year olds, to 16% of 71–80 year olds

•	 I had more time: Ranged from 41% of 18-30 year 
olds, to 18% of 71–80 year-olds

Of concern to particular age groups 

•	 31–50-year olds were more likely than younger 
people, to choose “I wasn’t worried about being run 
over” 

•	 ‘The traffic moved more slowly’, and ‘There was less 
traffic in local streets’, were more of concern to the 
middle age groups (31–50 and 51–70) 

•	 Not surprisingly, ‘Walking to school was safer” was 
almost exclusively a concern to the 31–50 age-
group, and “There were more pram ramps” was 
mainly of a concern to this group

•	 51–70 year olds were less likely than other groups 
to choose “There were more pedestrian crossings”

•	 There were more seats. Although not a high priority 
overall, this was selected by 20% of 71–80-year olds  

Postcodes 
There	were	three	significant	differences	between	
postcodes.
•	 West Brunswick were less likely to choose “The 

air was cleaner”; or “Footpaths were wider” than 
Brunswick or East Brunswick

•	 East Brunswick were less likely to choose “There 
were more shady trees”, with the difference with 
West	Brunswick	being	significant.	(NB,		50%	or	more	
in all postcodes still chose this option)

•	 North	Fitzroy	(within	Moreland)	were	significantly	
more likely than Brunswick or West Brunswick, to 
choose “ Footpaths were more even”.  

"Walking to moonee 
ponds primary is so ugly 
going over creek and 
freeway and no trees on 
the footpaths or grass!"
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Question 7. I would walk more often if . . . (continued)

What needs to change?

“Other” comments
91 respondents offered a wide range of comments.  
Reflecting	the	results	described	above,	most	comments	
referred	to	the	need	for	more	shady	trees.	Other	main	
themes	were	less	traffic	in	local	streets,	footpath	quality,	
street lighting and pedestrian crossings.  
(Read all responses online)

There were a further 74 comments on various issues 
that would make people walk more often, with recurrent 
issues: less dog faeces, cleaner streets in general, more 
public toilets, and managing overhanging or obstructive 
greenery. People also wrote about the importance of 
walking in places that are pleasant and aesthetically 
pleasing in a more general sense.   

"I would walk more at night if there was 
better lighting."

"There were more trees overall (not just 
shady trees - any trees are conducive 
to wanting to be out on the streets 
and having less of a sense of ‘concrete 
jungle’)."

"if the Merri Creek path was widened and 
the cyclists who wear Lycra were banned 
from the Merri Creek."

"If drivers actually obeyed the road rules 
of giving way to pedestrians when turning 
left or right. Very few drivers including 
police follow that road rule."

"Melville Rd is a deathtrap for pedestrians. 
I analysed accidents at various major 
cross streets and it was sobering. 
Astounding that Council could approve 
neighbourhoid centres in a 60km hour 
ratrun in peak hour."

"Some cyclists ride very aggressively and 
recklessly at times."

"Less clutter on footpaths (eg. cafe 
furniture, A-frame signs), construction sites 
didn’t block footpath with trucks, rubble 
and temporary fencing."

"Footpaths weren’t blocked so often by 
cars, hard rubbish and unpruned trees."

"I don’t mind it children need to ride bikes 
on footpath.  I would in Albion as it’s too 
scary and narrow.  I just wish that riders 
would let you know and ring a bell or 
something."

"Clearways discourage walking on Sydney 
Road because the traffic is moving more 
quickly, is louder and it is less pleasant."

"less hard rubbish lying around the streets, 
less bins clogging the streets around 
apartments, if there were better parks to 
walk to . . ."

"If the streets were more beautiful. Aesthetics have a lot to do with why people engage in the 
outside world. I avoid walking down ugly, gentrified streets that have no soul and nothing 
beautiful to look at."

Other	issues	raised	by	four	or	more	people	were	poor	
behaviour	by	cyclists,	traffic	on	main	roads	(not	just	on	local	
roads), less obstruction from street clutter or furniture, less 
obstruction by building works, and more parks to walk to. 
 Finally, some people commented that they were unable to 
walk more because of poor health.

"None of these would make 
me walk more. I already 
walk a lot."

https://brunswickresidents.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/data_q7_210816.pdf
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What needs to change?

Responses on this question were evenly divided, 
but 30kph does get more support from older 
people, parents of young children, and people in 
more densely populated areas.

Who said what?
Age
The rate of “Yes” responses increases with age:  
support for 30kph amongst 18–30 year olds (39%) is 
significantly	less	than	either	31–50	(53%)	or	71–80	
(61%).

Postcode
There is greater support from people in more densely 
populated Brunswick and Brunswick East (both 51% 
support) compared to Brunswick West (43%).

Walking with babies or children
Of	the	163	people	who	responded	“moving around 
with a  pram or pusher” and/or “moving around with 
a child”, 58% answered “Yes” to 30kph speed limits 
making walking safer. 

Question 10: Would it make walking safer if traffic speeds in Brunswick’s residential streets 
were limited to 30kph? 
889 responses

2021: Moreland Council trial of 20kph Shared Zone at Fleming Park
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Would 30kph speed limit in 
residential streets make walking 

safer? 
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What needs to change?

The top items reflect concerns for walking to be both 
safe (from people and traffic dangers), and pleasant.
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Note: We quote the percentage giving “most important” ratings, and 
have not included the average rating for each item, due to space.

 Note also that many respondents rated more than one  item as  
“most important”, so responses add up to more than 100%. 

Question 11: What would make the most difference?
912 respondents ranked 18 options in four levels of priority, from “most important priority”, to “not important at all”. 
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What needs to change?

Who said what?
Gender
Responding to “The most important priority”, there are 
significant	gender	differences:	
•	 I felt safer walking at night time, F 41% / M 14%
•	 I wasn’t worried about my safety, F 38% / M 15%
•	 Footpaths were more even, F 29% / M 17%
•	 Better lighting, F 26% / M 12%
•	 Safer routes to school for children, F 26% / M 18% 
•	 Fewer bikes on the footpath, F 17% / M 10%  

Age
With	17	options,	a	4-point	rating	scale	and	five	age	
categories	with	significant	numbers,	these	results	could	
be the subject of a PhD.  We therefore only examine 
the 71–80 age-group, as one example of how priorities 
differ by age. 
Given they walk more in daytime, people aged over 70 
had less concern than average about walking at night 
(16% vs 32% for all age groups). However all other 
concerns increased with age. In particular they were 
much more concerned about footpath quality, bikes on 
the footpaths, trucks, and air quality. 
Comparing “most important” ratings by 71–80 years old 
with all respondents (in brackets), they gave top priority to:
1. Footpaths were more even, 60% (35%) 
2. More shady trees, 39% (33%)
3. Drivers were less aggressive, 39% (30%)  
4. Fewer bikes on the footpaths, 38% (15%) 
5. Fewer trucks, 33% (23%) 
6. The air was cleaner, 32 % (19%)

Walking with babies or children
Hardly a surprise, but the 167 people who walked with 
a pram or pusher, or moved around with a child, listed 
“safer routes to school” as “most important” (44%). Their 
priorities showed that concerns are focused on heavy 
and	dangerous	traffic,	and	safe	road	crossings,	together	
with shady trees. 

Postcode
There	were	significant	differences	between	priorities	
indicated by respondents in Brunswick West compared 
to Brunswick and East Brunswick.

Westies ranked “more trees” higher than other suburbs, 
were less worried about safety at night. They were less 
stressed about the time it takes for pedestrian lights to 
change. People in Brunswick West were also more likely 
to	rate	issues	such	as	pedestrian	lights,	trucks,	and	traffic	
volumes as “not important at all”.

This	highlights	the	link	between	traffic	concerns	and	
increases in high density housing construction in 
Brunswick and Brunswick East, compared to the west. 
Council	may	need	to	allocate	more	resources	for	traffic	
management in the west in coming years, as Residential 
Growth Zones along Melville Road increase high density 
apartment living. 
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What needs to change?

This open-ended question asked for a single top 
priority. Responses fell in five major groups:

• Issues around footpath quality, walking 
infrastructure and other aspects of pedestrian 
amenity and enjoyability

• Managing traffic (motor vehicles and bicycles)

• Changing behaviour of road and path users: 
drivers, bike-riders and dog owners

• Lighting and personal safety

• Bigger picture issues ,including development, 
implementing priorities, and some bright ideas

• Read full list of ideas, uncategorised, online.

"Remove roundabouts they are diabolical 
for pedestrians, especially kids."

"More greenery around Brunswick 
particularly now there’s all these 
apartments and dull concrete everywhere."

"1. Have more strategically placed toilets.  
2. Overall improvement of footpaths.  3. 
Improved walker/cyclist paths.  4. Seating."

"Pedestrian lights on Sydney Rd - No 
doubt a complication with Vic Roads, but 
perceptions is reality, unless pedestrains 
priotised on Sydney Rd, then there is no 
point talking about the traffic."

"Plant more street trees in Brunswick for 
shade and beauty. Make Sydney Rd an 
attractive place to walk with streets trees, 
wider footpaths and parklets."

Question 12: What is one thing in particular you would like Moreland Council to do, to 
make walking safer or more enjoyable? 
638 responses
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"Footpaths are hopeless. 
Honestly.   And trees, 
trees, trees   Beg buttons 
take shamefully long at 
several crossings in my 
neighbourhood.  It all adds 
up to a strong impression 
that council just can’t 
be bothered to support 
walking."

https://brunswickresidents.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/data_q12_210816.pdf
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1.2. More shady trees and shelter  
(111 comments)
Providing shade rated second for improving amenity:

"More shade on paths and smoother paths for 
strollers and wheelchairs." 

"Significantly more green spaces - for half the 
year, walking is just almost impossible due to 
lack of shade and intense heat."

"More shady MATURE trees planted with TREE 
GUARDS to stop vandals breaking them. Water 
them so they don’t die. Half the trees council 
plants are dead, too small / not shady enough 
or killed by vandals. Look at Fitzroy they plant 
trees in the middle of the street! It’s fantastic!"

"Moreland City Council it’s time to really put 
your money where you mouth is and focus on 
greening the council area. During lockdown we 
trod the same concrete paths day in, day out."

1.3. Crossings (91 comments)
Pedestrian crossings (No.=74) and the timing of 
pedestrian lights (No.=17) were the next most common 
request:

"More signalised crossings where the pedestrian 
light comes on automatically instead of only 
coming on if you have had a chance to press the 
button before the cycle changes." 

"More pedestrian crossings that are safe enough 
for children and that don’t have wait times "

1. Pedestrian amenity 
Hundreds of comments highlighted six key areas 
for action on amenity issues. Here’s a selection of 
comments on each.  

1.1 Footpath quality (123 comments)
More even footpaths were the most common priority in 
calls for improved footpath quality (No.=48). People also 
wanted wider footpaths (No.=28) and removing footpath 
obstructions (No.=25)

"The footpaths in Brunswick are generally very 
narrow, but they are also very uneven. As a 
runner, I find that it is safer to use the edge of 
the road, except when it is a major road, such as 
Nicholson or Lygon St." 

"Maintain the bluestone laneways. There doesn’t 
seem to be any program for this and they can 
get more difficult to walk on and avoid dog poo 
and dumped matter."

"Even the footpath for residents – some trees 
make the footpath uneven, some have pot holes 
with drains you can brake your ankle walking 
on some of the street footpath."

What needs to change?
Question 12: What is one thing in particular (continued)

"Make the footpaths more 
even, so many are trip 
hazards. I work with people 
who are elderly, disabled 
and disadvantaged and 
many of them have tripped 
and injured themselves" 
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1.4 Separate walking and bike paths

Many people (No.=55) wanted to get bikes off footpaths 
and shared paths by creating separate bike paths and 
new dedicated walking paths – highlighting cyclists as a 
hazard (see p.30), and a need for pleasant and stress free 
walking.  

"More dedicated bike paths that are seperate 
from pedestrian paths. The shared paths do not 
work for either group."

"Merri Creek - frankly there isn’t enough room 
for cyclists and pedestrians. "

"Less cyclists on the pavement, sad I have to 
tell my 3 yo daughter to look both ways before 
stepping onto the footpath - WTF!!"  

"Bike riders have no right in demanding 
pedestrian(s) get out of their way as they believe 
they have all the rights to do whatever they want 
and at excessive speeds The cycling culture on 
the paths is toxic masculinity in Lycra. It is safer 
to walk on the road." 

1.5. Infrastructure for walkers

Accessibility was the top priority for 15 respondents; and 
7 asked for more pram ramps.

"Do more about footpath safety especially for 
our blind neighbours ie more emphasis about 
keeping footpaths clear of junk, overhanging 
branches or other obstructions." 

"Better accessibility for prams when walking my 
grandson. More drinking stations for dogs."

"Accessible footpaths that wheelchair users can 
navigate without tipping the chair. Walking my 
son less than a kilometre to the GP takes a massive 
amount of detours to find an accessible path." 

Public utilities proposals included more toilets (No.=9), 
seats (No.=8) and water (No.=3). 

"Put more benches ( with holes in seating so 
water drains away)."  

"More bubblers and public toilets" 

"Separate bike and foot paths, add more basic 
amenities like toilets and water"

Permeability, connectedness and wayfinding were 
prioritised by 13 people.

"Improve connectivity by creating pedestrian 
links. Where there are long street lots create a 
link. The walking strategy commissioned by 
Moreland years ago identified these links."    

"Better way finding. No through road signs don’t 
tell you if you walk through." 

"A focus on the smaller connecting streets 
between the main roads. These are more 
enjoyable to walk on however don’t always feel 
safe."

"Consider pedestrian shelter and permeability of 
blocks of buildings. Acknowledge people walking 
as a priority in all design."

"Connected walking corridors."

1.6. Pleasant and interesting walking

Proposals prioritising enjoyable walking included: 
interesting or aesthetically pleasing (No.=17); cleaner 
streets (No.=18) and cleaner air (No.=3). 

"More art murals to see maybe? better walking 
paths near nature sites such as Merri creek." 

"Wider footpaths from reclaimed on-street 
carparks, much more greenery and more 
information on local history including that of 
Brunswick residents and stories about the area 
from First Nations locals." 

"A few LGAs have walking maps on their websites 
that showcase some interesting geographic or 
historical information about the area. This is a 
great idea."

"Actively discourage hostile architecture.  
Encourage, even reward, building that give 
something back to the street." 

"Develop an app that recites interesting facts 
and history of locations in the municipality, even 
a wiki-app so citizens can add to the database." 

"Deal with litter more effectively!! In particular 
there is a need to increase compliance to prevent 
hard rubbish dumping on nature strips."  

What needs to change?
Question 12: What is one thing in particular (continued)
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2. Traffic issues

There were 101 responses where top priorities 
related to traffic and its management. The priority for 
many people is to create safer walking in residential 
streets by removing through traffic and slowing it 
down, with many suggestions for stronger measures 
than currently used (such as chicanes or road 
closures). 

There are several references to shared zones from people 
who have seen the Fleming Park trial, or shared zones 
in the CBD.  Proposals referring to high-density Activity 
Centre	areas	which	now	have	high	pedestrian	traffic	(e.g.	
Breese Street) illustrate the need for forward planning, 
for	coordination	between	Council	planning	and	traffic	
departments, and for developer contributions to pay for 
responses. 
These six overlapping themes were repeatedly prioritised: 

2.1. Slower traffic (50 comments) 
"Closing off smaller streets to through traffic 
and channeling it to wider main roads.     

"Introduce slow points and other traffic calming 
into more local streets, to force cars onto the 
main roads."

"There are also some roads adjacent to parks 
such as Albert St and Victoria St bordering 
Fleming Park and Albion St bordering Jones Park 
where traffic simply doesn’t adhere to the 40kph 
limit. There are areas with many pedestrians 
including children and limited opportunity to 

cross the road safely."

2.2. Less traffic (40 comments)
"Slowed speeds, less rat running. I don’t let my 
son walk around by himself because drivers are 
unsafe - either careening down Hunter St Hill, 
taking corners quickly at Victoria St/Melville Rd 
and not giving way to pedestrians at the same 
spot. The pedestrian crossing at Melville/Dawson 
is a nightmare: pedestrian lights support you 
crossing to the middle of the road and then 
you’re on your own as cars speed off to Moonee 
Ponds." 

"Limited traffic on local street esp heavy vehicles 
and speeding SUVs"

"Traffic management. There are too many cars 

and trucks in residential areas." 

2.3. Traffic management infrastructure 
(33 comments)

"Closure of  Albert & Victoria St somewhere 
in between Nicholson and Lygon St. This will 
stop all East & West rat traffic and make it a 
residential zone only."

"Reduce the speed limit, remove rat runs through 
residential streets, add speed bumps or chicanes 
to slow down traffic."

"I don’t believe reducing speeds to 30 will have 
much of an effect as people are often speeding in 
the quiet streets anyway. However I think there 
are other ways to get traffic to drive more safely 
such as chicanes and speed bumps like the ones 
on Park Street by Rushall station."

"A pedestrian crossing on the now very busy 
Breese St, Brunswick - to help foot traffic between 
the new Bulleke-Bek Park and Anstey Way." 

2.4. Rat running (28 comments)
"Stop rat running as cars go faster when doing 
this and feel unsafe in my own street"

"Less cars on residential streets trying to avoid 
traffic lights in main roads and restricted 
parking in residential streets to reduce the 
volume of traffic."

"Think of and treat local residents equally and 

before road users that are just passing through."  

What needs to change?
Question 12: What is one thing in particular (continued)

"Think of older people.  
Sharing with bicycles is 
very dangerous for older 
people as we do not hear 
bicycle bells! "
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2.5. Lower speed limits (19 responses)
"It’s about time all Brunswick local streets were 
uniformly  dropped to either 30 or 40kmh."   

"Slow down traffic - there is no reason why 
anyone needs to be travelling faster than 30km/h 
when not on the “main” roads. Even those main 
roads should also be slowed down to 40km/h."   

"Drop speed limits from 40 to 30 in residential 
back streets. Drop limit from 50 to 40 in roads 
like Reynard St, Grantham St, Glenlyon etc."

2.6. Fewer trucks (8 responses)
"Less trucks in side streets. The trucks in the 
neighbourhood don’t care about the people who 
live here, at least if they were confined to major 
roads I would feel safer."

"As I am close to Lygon Street, not just the traffic 
congestion but heavy vehicles make my walks 
hazardous."

3. Driver and bike rider issues 
People expressed similar complaints about drivers 
and cyclists. (Dog owners also got a serve.)

Changing driver (No.=16) and cyclist behaviour (No.=20) 
by education or enforcement was a top priority for many. 
Similar issues were highlighted for both groups: speed, 
aggression, and a need to learn road rules and change 
behaviour. 

3.1 Driver behaviour
"Over the years I have had multiple close shaves 
at intersections on narrow streets as the lines 
of sight are poor for drivers, but that doesn’t 
slow them down when turning a corner at an 
intersection." 

"Pedestrian right of way with traffic and drivers 
being more aware of pedestrians walking/ 
crossing streets."

"There is an oft overlooked road rule that bothers 
me – at intersections vehicles are supposed 
to yield to pedestrians who are crossing, or 
pedestrians crossing the road the driver is 
turning into. Drivers rarely do this."

3.2 Cyclist behaviour
"Educate cyclists. They can’t have it both ways. 
Either act in accordance with road rules on the 
road, or walk bikes on footpaths."

"Encourage safer and more courteous 
cyclist behaviour in shared zones. Too many 
cyclists speed in shared areas including past 
playgrounds and where older people walk their 
dogs. Aggressive and inconsiderate cyclists are a 
real hazard in our neighbourhood."

"I would like bikes to stay on the bike paths.  
When they are on shared paths in off leash 
parks (Clifton Park) then they should slow to 
something closer to walking pace."  

"They do not know road rules and they think a 
walker should give way to them in situations a 
car wouldn’t. Then they abuse you!"

3.3 Enforcement

28 people raised enforcement as their top priority. Most 
related to speed limits; dog poo (No.=11) and leash rules:

"Enforce dog leads in Parks - ensure people pick 
their dog shit."

"Work with police to enforce speed limits and 
road rules, including for cyclists." 

What needs to change?
Question 12: What is one thing in particular (continued)
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4. Lighting and personal safety
Eighty four respondents stated that lighting or 
walking safely at night was their top priority.

	Of	these,	23	mentioned	street lighting: 10 specifying 
park lighting (especially for routes home), with eleven 
referring	specifically	to	personal safety concerns. 
Another 16 respondents prioritised personal safety 
(without reference to lighting).  Some proposed 
surveillance, policing, or enforcement as solutions; others 
recognised a need to work on underlying social issues.  

What needs to change?
Question 12: What is one thing in particular (continued)

"Better lighting for walking 
at night. There’s still large 
swathes of darkness that 
feel unsafe."

"Fix the lighting around 
Brunswick Station."

"Make the well lit streets 
pedestrian and biker 
friendly"

"Improve lighting and make 
it feel safer in areas around 
gilpin Park which are creepy 
and dead at night time."

"Often the lighting seems to 
be for drivers. Many of the 
small streets are extremely 
difficult for people with 
poorer vision to navigate 
at night and its impossible 
to use a mobility device or 
take a pram along some 
footpaths."

"Better lighting near 
Fleming park. Walking past 
there at night after getting 
off public transport does 
not feel safe at all." 

"Safety for women walking at night is a difficult 
issue for a council to solve as it’s about more 
than just lighting. "

"We need to take walking seriously. People don’t 
do it because they feel unsafe, so they drive." 

"tell all the cis males to tell all their friends to 
stop abducting, raping, murdering, attacking, 
cat calling and harassing women and non-
binary peoples."
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5. The bigger picture  

These respondents wanted Moreland Council to 
implement strategies, enforce priorities, and to work 
as a whole on these issues. 

5.1 Developers 

Some residents wanted Moreland Council planners to 
improve their pedestrian focus, engaging with developers 
to ensure pedestrian safety, access and permeability is 
increased.

"Priorities included management of building 
sites so they do not impede pedestrians; traffic 
resulting from increased population; and bad 
building design."

"As development occurs ensure adequate 
investment is put into pedestrian and cycle 
access as this is a major factor resulting in 
degradation of sidewalks and roads as well as 
increased congestion."

"I really hate how building developments close 
off footpaths for months and in some cases 
years and make us cross busy roads 'for our own 
safety'."

"Require new apartment buildings to be set back 
from the street by a couple of extra metres to 
increase footpath size to allow room for trees, 
outdoor dining and pedestrians."  

5.2 Setting priorities 

Prioritising pedestrians was the top priority for 34 
respondents. From their comments, it’s clear that they 
don’t believe that the Council is putting its walking 
strategy into practice.

"A lower speed limit is all very well, 40 would be 
fine if it was followed but it needs to be enforced.  
There needs to be speed minimising structures in 
all residential streets, ie speed reduction bumps, 
that is something the council can do."  

"Streetscape design to reduce car dependency 
and encourage active modes. Passive traffic 
calming features, more space for people and less 
for cars on our streets."

"Pedestrians are not prioritised in street real 
estate - on narrow streets car parking and 
movement is no1 for road space followed by 
cyclists and peds.  Makes walking in many streets 
unpleasant.  Time to change priorities."

"Work with transport authorities to make 
pedestrian crossing lights give more priority to 
pedestrians and commuters trying to get across 
roads. Currently the wait time is too long and 
the approach of or presence of trams seem to 
cause delay light changes, leading to delay and 
missed trams for commuters.

5.3 "Bright ideas"

"Reduce the speed limit. Incentivise walking 
through a fun app perhaps?"

"Grants or sponsorship to purchase walking 
gear like footwear, raincoats, backpacks and 
water bottles. "

"An analysis of VicRoads data on pedestrian 
accidents in Moreland including locations and 
cause. Cover those resulting in hospitalisation or 
death."

"Talk to local citizens in a particular suburb/
precinct, to develop an overarching plan for the 
area, followed by a timetable, implementation 
plan and budget."

What needs to change?
Question 12: What is one thing in particular (continued)
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Respondents identified a number of places in 
Brunswick that they avoided while walking, with 
526 people describing these locations.  

Response No.

Described problem location, or type of location 526
Answered “Yes” (but no description) 5
"No"/ Didn’t avoid any areas 103
Ambiguous (e.g. “Not really...”) 16

"Places	avoided"	have	been	classified	into	five	major	
categories and further sub-categories. They are presented 
here with examples of comments. 

•	  Go to the full list of comments

1. Particular streets/areas

255 responses referred to specific streets, or types 
of areas avoided when walking, in particular main 
roads, less populated areas, and roads without safe 
crossing points. 

1.1 Main roads

Of	these	responses,	166		(65%)	referred	to	major	roads	or	
to “busy” streets.  Most major roads were commented on 
(with most comments about Sydney Road, Glenlyon Road, 
and Albion Street)

"Melville road and stick mainly to back streets."

"I don’t walk on Albion st because of the trucks 
and polluted environment."

"Lygon St - traffic horrendous now and 
aggressive drivers, pollution  Nicholson St - 
same Sydney Rd - same."

"Walking on backstreets is more pleasant than 
on main roads but to the East of Lygon St, once 
past Albert St there are few streets providing 
a North/South route leaving only Nicholson St 
and Lygon St. These are unpleasant pedestrian 
routes." 

Places we avoid

"I find it hard to cross Nicholson Street. It seems 
weird that north of Brunswick Road, very few 
of the pedestrian crossings are at intersections. 
It makes it inconvenient and the transitions 
don’t seem as regular as sets of lights that are 
positioned over well-used intersections. This 
makes me feel like I’m less of a priority than the 
cars and I find myself avoiding them without 
meaning to." 

"Humans seek out beauty  . . . Nicholson Street is 
losing its soul, it is unattractive and unappealing, 
therefore I dont want to walk on it. I want to 
walk in beauty."

Sydney Road: Over	a	quarter	of	"main	road"responses	
(No.=67)	referred	specifically	to	Sydney	Road.	Traders	
take note!

"Sydney road it feels dodgy" 

"Sydney Rd Brunswick is horrible to walk along, 
with its unwashed, black tar, multipatched 
footpaths, service holes every 2-3 meters, odd 
grades.. I stumbled along Sydney Road as a 
teenager and now I am middle aged I am still 
stumbling, and picking up the elderly and the 
small as I go. Will I be elderly before walkers are 
considered as cars are in Sydney Rd? " 

"Sydney road (southern end) feels so unloved - 
no trees, uneven footpaths, graffiti and no bike 
lanes. It wouldn’t take much to lift the standard 
to reflect some of the awesome side streets in the 
area that are great for walking and riding - and 
emulate the Brunswick lifestyle." 

"The Sydney Road precinct - it’s just not safe 
enough for a woman walking alone outside of 
business hours in my opinion."

"Sydney Rd, road too busy, cafe tables and 
shop stalls obstruct footpath, the footpath is a 
walkway not another part someone’s business. 
There is not enough shade or cover in winter - 
bring back verandahs." 

"Major roads/streets: Sydney Rd is really bad for 
prams! No space and uneven footpaths."

"I often avoid Sydney Rd due to the air quality 
and definitely aboud it on hot days due to the 
heat Island effect"

Question 13: Are there places you avoid while walking in Brunswick?
644 respondents, 276 skipped question

https://brunswickresidents.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/data_q13_210816.pdf
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1.2 Less populated areas 

On	the	other	hand,	some	people	also	avoided	less	
populated roads, lanes and industrial areas.  24 responses 
coded here (night-time issues discussed below).  

"Have been living in Brunswick for 30 years. I 
used to walk everywhere and feel safe all the 
time. It was clean, and attracted good people / 
families into the area. Now people want to leave 
because of the developments - causing traffic, 
noise, safety issues and crime. Now I DON’T 
walk anywhere in Brunswick alone."

"Yes, some deserted back streets."

"I try to walk where there will be some people."

1.3 Dangerous crossing points

26 respondents commented on dangerous crossing 
points, including dangers at busy intersections, comments 
on particular pedestrian crossings, and on the lack of 
crossings. 

"Busy intersections are dangerous. Impatient 
drivers frequently drive through red lights, and 
even overtake cars stopped at lights waiting for 
them to change, or for oncoming traffic to stop." 

"I avoid the crossing at Albion and Holmes as I 
feel it is completely inaccessible for people who 
are blind."

2. Areas avoided at night
The second major category of comments (189 
mentions) referred to avoiding walking at night. 

2.1 Anywhere, at night

Some people avoid walking at night in general. 
"Everywhere at night! I’m over 70 and need to 
get from public transport to car, after concerts, 
safely. Parking near transport is restricted and 
Uber/taxi is not an option!!"

"I don’t feel safe in Brunswick at night walking 
alone or with girlfriends." 

"Absolutely - most places after dark, but 
especially darkened green spaces, anywhere 
along Merri Creek, the Brunswick Velodrome."

Most	responses	specified	a	type	of	places	avoided	at	night:	
dark places, smaller streets and laneways, and parks or 
trails. 

2.2 Lanes

19 people avoid laneways at night. 
"Lane ways and dark or secluded areas"

"Dark lane ways even though it might make my 
end destination quicker to get to.  Dark streets."   

"Small streets, dark streets, anything away from 
non populated places at night."

2.3 Unlit parks after dark

64 people avoid parks or trails at night.
"I avoid badly lit parks at night. Please keep the 
lighting on at night time in Fleming Park." 

"Parks that have poor lighting at night, uneven 
ground when with pram (basically everywhere)."

"The parks and streets when it is night time. I 
am a woman and I am afraid to walk at night 
alone when the area is not well lit."

2.4 Specific places avoided at night

These	include	the	Merri	Creek	(No.=22),	the	Upfield	bike	
path	(No.=9),	and	areas	around	the	Upfield	railway	line.	
Women are very aware of local history of assaults. (Some 
other named threats – racist violence or group violence –  
could also be further investigated).

"Bike paths at night - spooky and out of the way. 
History of women being attacked." 

"The bike path along the rail line  is very dark 
at night with limited “escape” opportunities if 
uncomfortable." 

"The Merri Trail - my favourite place to walk but 
avoid any time when dark."

"Absolutely - most places after dark, but 
especially darkened green spaces, anywhere 
along Merri Creek, the Brunswick Velodrome."

"Hope street at night, Brunswick station west 
side at night."

Places we avoid
Question 13: Are there places you avoid (continued)
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3. Parks and trails
A further 51 people avoided parks and trails in 
general, or for specific reasons. 

The most common reason (No.=20) was avoiding cyclists 
on shared paths, with many complaints about bike 
speeds and aggressive riders especially at peak hours.  A 
number of parks were avoided because of dogs. Finally, 
personal safety in secluded places meant some people 
avoided them at all times, not just after dark as discussed 
at 2.3. 

"My wife won’t walk through Fleming Park 
because there are too many uncontrolled dogs 
there."

"Along Merri Creek as many bike riders believe 
they have every right to ride at excessive speeds 
and demand pedestrians get out of their way."

"Off leash dog parks.  Too many big dogs as I 
have a little one.  Also some owners have limited 

understanding of their dog breeds." 

4. Poor infrastructure
38 respondents highlighted infrastructure issues in 
areas they avoided. As well as unsafe crossing points 
(see previous page), these included narrow footpaths 
and uneven surfaces, together with lack of shade.  

"Streets without trees if I can help it. They are 
hot ugly and depressing."

"Some streets like Albert Street have narrow 
footpaths, so at some points you cannot walk 
side by side with your walking partner."

"I avoid treeless east-west running streets on hot 
summer days due to lack of shade.  At night I 
avoid paths with no passive surveillance or 
pedestrians - typically industrial streets and 
lanes with no lane housing."

"Very dark streets - likely to trip and feels unsafe."

"Footpaths with broad driveway ramps into 
commercial carparks like East Brunswick Village 
on Nicholson St, or Barkly Square entrance. 
These feel very unsafe to walk across."

5. Ugliness
Seeking better aesthetics and a pleasant walking 
experience also got a number of mentions.

"Noisy streets. Much prefer quieter back roads 
with pretty gardens to look at."

"Ugly roads (Nicholson, Brunswick)"

"Parkville/ Carlton as streets are cleaner and they 
present a more pleasant walking environment.  
Apart from footpaths in disrepair, Brunswick 
streets and parks are generally uncared for, 
dirty and with an excessive amount of tagging." 

"Pubs & worn out run down areas and dirty 
areas with rubbish & graffiti"

"Not really. Light industrial zones are pretty 
boring though."

"Brunswick road because it’s busy and ugly."

Places we avoid
Question 13: Are there places you avoid (continued)
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Danger Hot Spots

Over 200 dangerous locations were listed.  The top 
15 are listed below. See our website for full lists:
•  Link to full list, unsorted. 
•	 Link to list of 56 spots with 3 or more mentions

Location Hazard Solutions proposed by respondents No.

Lygon Street and Glenlyon Road: 
signalised intersection

Dangerous; some vehicles run red lights or 
don’t give way to pedestrians; too busy

Install	red	light	cameras;	slow	traffic;	
change signals with early start for 
pedestrians

17

Victoria Street and Albert Street at 
Fleming Park

Traffic	too	fast;	many	pedestrians	cross	to	
park

Install pedestrian crossings; street 
closures

14

Sydney Road Crossings across Sydney Road are too far 
apart

Install pedestrian crossings, especially 
near Barkly Street

12

Glenlyon Road near Ewing Street: 
existing pedestrian refuge

Too	much	traffic	turning	from/into	Ewing	
Street.	Difficult	to	cross	Glenlyon	Road

Install signalised pedestrian crossing near 
Ewing Street

11

Barkly Street and Sydney Road 
intersection: existing threshold 
on east side

Crossing Barkly Street on east side is 
difficult.	Lots	of	turning	traffic.

Fix threshold at Barkly Street to be zebra; 
increase time of right-hand turn bans 

11

Lygon Street near Albert Street: 
signalised pedestrian crossing 

Lights take too long to change; cars run 
red lights; not aligned with Albert Street 
deters usage

Speed up light changes; extend red light 
pole over road as in northern approach

10

Albion Street and Nicholson 
Street Bends

Speeding vehicles; dangerous to cross to 
Jones Park

Pedestrian crossing; refuges; require 
right hand turn from Albion to Nicholson; 
chicanes; speed humps

10

Glenlyon Road near John Street: 
existing pedestrian refuge

Traffic	fast;	difficult	to	cross	Glenlyon	Road;	
need safe access to school and EBV

Signalised pedestrian crossing near John 
Street

10

Victoria Street near Clifton Park Difficult	to	cross;	speeding;	many	children	
crossing

Signalised pedestrian crossing 9

Merri Creek path Too narrow especially for bikes and 
pedestrians to share

Widen; separate paths for walking and 
cycling

8

Breese Street Congested; rat run; speeding cars; poor 
footpaths – need to walk on road at places

Make one way; pedestrian crossing; 
widen footpath

8

Percy Street / Frederick Street / 
Hope Street

Too	busy;	difficult	to	cross	entrance;	cars	
don’t give way

Threshold	on	Percy	Street;	traffic	calming;	
make one way; remove trucks and buses

7

Lygon Street and Victoria Street 
signalised intersection

Lights don’t give enough time to cross; 
lights don’t change often enough 

Adjust	traffic	signals 7

Ewing Street Speeding, poor visibility Traffic	calming;	reduce	traffic 7
Barkly Square Too	busy;	difficult	to	cross	entrance;	cars	

don’t give way
Give pedestrians right of way; more 
pedestrian crossings

7

The	list	reflects	a	range	of	issues,	matching	previous	
comments:	insufficient	lighting;	poorly	maintained	
footpaths; footpaths too narrow; pedestrian lights taking too 
long; cars not giving way or stopping at pedestrian lights; a 
need	for	crossings	or	refuges,	often	in	areas	of	densification.  

Question 14: Please list priority pedestrian “hot spots” in Brunswick that need action. 
Include exact location, what makes them dangerous, and how they can be fixed. 
484 responses. Open-ended question.

https://brunswickresidents.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/data_q14_210816.pdf
https://brunswickresidents.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/fifty-six-hotspots.pdf
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Danger Hot Spots

Corner of Lygon Street and 
Glenlyon Road
 “Glenlyon and Lygon intersection a 
nightmare.”

"ntersection of Glenlyon and 
Lygon Street is very dangerous to 
pedestrians because of speeding 
vehicles and red light runners".

“Traffic merging at the corner of 
Lygon Street and Glenlyon Road 
- traffic lights too slow which 
means people cross against the 
lights. .. On Glenlyon Road  there 
is a Church (holding Community 
events),  a DayCare and a Kinder 
- all pedestrians and cyclists are 
vulnerable due to traffic volume.”

Albert and Victoria Streets 
at Fleming Park
“The entire strip of Albert Street that 
runs along Fleming Park especially 
at Park access points. There are 
dog owners, families with children 
, elderly people and joggers all 
crossing the road amidst constant 
and ever increasing traffic, some of 
which involves reckless driving.” 

“Albert St in front of Fleming 
Park.  The only way to fix situation 
is closure of  Albert & Victoria St 
somewhere in between Nicholson 
and Lygon St." 

"All accesses to/from Fleming Park 
- cars speed along victoria & albert 
with parked vehicles adjacent to 
access points (prevent cars parking 
within 20m or so from access points)."

Glenlyon Road and Ewing Street
“Ewing and Glenlyon intersection needs traffic 
lights. It is an insane situation. in mornings 
there is heavy traffic, people with prams/babies 
crossing, pre-schoolers, primary school kids 
crossing with heavy traffic coming from three 
directions . . . 
I stand in the centre "refuge" grooving on the 
splattered road furniture and trying to keep my 
kids in the middle and its like at any second we 
could get cleaned up by a vehicle going at 30-50 
kmh.” 

“Glenlyon Road and Ewing Street - insane 
intersection. Moreland has tried to cram way too 
much activity into this small narrow intersection. 
Bus stops on both sides, bike lanes, pedestrian 
island requiring cars to deflect, and turning 
cars.” 

Albion Street / Nicholson Street Bends 
“Nicholson St where it turns into Albion - cars are 
very fast around that corner."

John Street closed; crossing to Fleming Park,  
before the Shared Zone trial pictured on p.23 Na
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Glenlyon Road and John Street 
“It is very dangerous to cross this road 
with children attending Our Lady Help 
of Christians primary school. There 
are multiple roads intersecting with 
turning vehicles, bikes and pedestrians. A 
signalised pedestrian crossing or traffics 
lights need to be installed to make this a 
safer crossing for families.”

Victoria Street near Clifton Park
“There should be a proper 'flashing 
light' pedestrian crossing on Victoria St - 
between Clifton Park and the Brunswick 
Central parklands (Gillon Oval).”

Merri Creek path
“Wider path along Merri Creek...dangerous 
when used by pedestrians and bikes at 
same time, especially in narrow sections.”

Lygon Street pedestrian crossing 
near Albert Street
“Albert St and Lygon crossing is very slow 
to change so people walk across without 
waiting. Speed up the light change.”

Danger Hot Spots

Barkly Street at Sydney Road
“Barkly Street, crossing south to north 
(vice versa) along Sydney Rd.. I know some 
effort has been put here to fix this but it's 
still terribly dangerous for pedestrians.” 

Percy Street/Frederick Street and 
Hope Street
 “Percy St between Hope St and Luke St - 
trucks, busses and cars speed through here 
even though it is basically one lane.” 

“Percy/Hope/Fredrick streets - it’s insane 
to cross. Traffic go too fast and are hard to 
see from the footpath.”
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Walking since Covid

Is walking different?
Over a third said no, or that things were the same, 
or were uncertain. The remaining 62 per cent said 
things were different, and in particular that they 
were walking more. (Most were not in lockdown 
when writing.) Read all the responses online.

No Same/uncertain "Yes"/ Reported a 
difference

32% 6% 62%

Repeated themes are:
1. People’s habits have been changed permanently by 

the lock-down experience, and many people now 
walk more. Forty per cent of all those answering this 
question make comments along these lines. (In our 
April 2020 survey  on life in Brunswick under Covid, 
51% were then walking more for exercise than pre-
Covid). 

2. Traffic	is	worse	post-lock-down,	either	because	there	is	
more	traffic,	or	because	of	worse	driving.

3. One	group	of	comments	highlight	the	need	for	
better infrastructure and more control of construction 
hazards, coming out of lockdown.

4. On	the	positive	side,	people	comment	on	a	more	
friendly community, and about having discovered new 
and enjoyable walks during lockdown. 

Category No. Per cent of all 
responses

Others	walk	more 120 20%
I walk more 117 20%
Traffic	worse post lockdown/ 
less in lockdown

51 9%

Infrastructure/ 
construction issues

27 5%

More sociable 14 2%
Enjoy more/ differently 10 2%

Walking more now

“Loved walking before but prob love it 
more now. Such a pleasure getting out and 
about with few restrictions.”

“Yes it is. It’s more important now. It’s 
important there are good green spots with 
lots of native trees and birds.”

“Yes. For the last year my husband and 
I have walked for 1 hour covering 5kms 
almost every day. Prior to Covid-19 we 
didn’t walk for exercise  at all . . . we had 
memberships at Brunswick Baths.” 

“I walk more for exercise now whereas 
before Covid I went to the gym in the city 
after work. I now work from home.”

“I am more ambitious with how far I walk 
now.”

“Yes, I do a lot more walking. I know more 
people.”

“I walk a lot more during the day as a way 
to get exercise and cherish it, but also am 
aware of how lacking it is in Brunswick 
west compared to e.g. the east.”

“Higher pedestrian traffic increases sense 
of safety”

“Yes - many more people and dogs out”

“No I have the same habits but I notice 
there are more perusing the parks now. 
There are more picnicking.”

Question 15: Is walking in Brunswick different for you now, compared to before Covid-19? 
589 responses. Open-ended question.

https://brunswickresidents.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/data_q15_210816.pdf
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More sociable
"Yes, Covid/lockdown showed me how friendly 
walking down the street could be, how the street 
could feel quiet and safer, especially at night. How 
the streets can FEEL like a neighbourhood not just 
a cold, functional street."

"We know more locals"

"Well...masks are hot n stuffy. I notice extra 
friendliness from strangers to compensate for the 
hidden friendly expressions."

"People smile more, it’s nice. Bit more sense of 
community walking along the streets."

Infrastructure
"I think that there are a lot 
more people walking now, but 
the infrastructure isn’t there to 
support this." 

"Yes no need to wear masks, I 
walk with a walking stick so not 
to trip over uneven footpaths, 
potholes drains, I’m slower not in 
a hurry now."

"Yes, now I want to socially 
distance and the width of 
footpaths makes this difficult."

"So many more people out and 
about which I love!! They’re so 
much friendlier. Many more 
families out and about. This 
has meant that the parks need 
more maintenance, particularly 
regarding waste collection which 
often spills over."

Walking since Covid
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Traffic issues
"Every year cars get zippier 
and more powerful, and driver 
behaviour has changed from 
give-way at intersections being 
a priority to drivers feeling as 
though they have priority over 
pedestrians." 

"Nice and quiet when there’s 
less traffic noise during 
lockdown :) More people seem 
to be out and about which feels 
safer."

"TBH, the lockdowns were 
amazing for walkers and 
cyclists. Now it’s back to time-
poor, angry and distracted 
drivers."

"Worse as more people driving 
now - too fast and aggressively"

"Yep. Better since Sumner and 
Peers sts closed to rat runners."

"Yes, paths and parks are much 
busier. In some cases this is 
good as it's safer when more 
people are around. But due to 
the increased numbers of bikes 
pedestrians need to be a lot 
more careful."

Enjoying Brunswick
"Covid gave me an appreciation for exploring my 
neighbourhood on foot."

"I found some places close to home I’ve never been 
before that I now visit more regularly. Kids gained 
more confidence walking with quieter traffic during 
lockdown."

"I have discovered the charms of Brunswick’s back 
lanes for long rambles."

"We have found more local parks."

"I appreciate the new park (Breese/west st) and have 
found new ways to walk in Brunswick to connect with 
friends."

Walking since Covid
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"During the 
lockdown, walking 
was a dream - less 
to no cyclists & 
cars. That is slowly 
changing back to 
the madness."
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Who took our survey?
(See discussion on next page, p.43) 

Question 1. Where in Brunswick do you 
live?

Postcode Per cent Number

Brunswick 3056 55% 506
Brunswick East 3057 29% 271
Brunswick West 3055 14% 131
Fitzroy North 3068  
(in Moreland) 

2% 14

Answered 922
Skipped 0

Question 16: Are you . . .? (Gender)

Answer choice Per cent

Male 33%
Female 66%
All others 1%

Question 17: Are you . . .? (Age)

Question 18. How do you move around?

Answer choice Per cent

With a pram or pusher 9%
With a child 17%
With a shopping trolley 7%
With a wheelchair 0%
With a mobility aid (e.g. crutches, walker, stick) 1%
With a mobility scooter 0%
Crossing busy roads alone 37%
Confidently 77%
Walking slowly 13%
Worrying about falling 6%
Also by bike 47%

Age Group 

Under 18 (1%) 18-30 (14%) 31-50 (45%) 

51-70 (32%) 71-80 (6%) 80+ (1%) 

Not given (1%) 
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Survey logistics
The survey was designed in early 2020, but held over 
during that year’s pandemic lockdowns. 
Responses were collected over three months from 
10 February 2021 from residents of Brunswick 3056, 
Brunswick West 3055, Brunswick East 3057 and Fitzroy 
North 3068 (within Moreland municipality). Two days after 
the survey opened, there was a further 5–day lockdown. 
The survey was promoted through:
•	 Flyers and posters in shops, cafes, in streets, at 

meetings
•	 Our	BRN	newsletter	and	Facebook	page,	together	with	

newsletters from community organisations
•	 Walking Working Group e-list
•	 Moreland BUG e-list
•	 Letterboxing	thousands	of	leaflets	across	most	of	the	

four Brunswick postcodes as listed above.
•	 Leafleting	tram	stops	and	Brunswick	stations	for	

morning commuters and passing pedestrians, with the 
QR	code	on	our	flyer	proving	very	successful.		 	

Sample and analysis 
There were substantial numbers of responses from all the 
postcodes except Fitzroy North (see table p.42)
There was a total of 922 respondents. Almost 80% were 
aged 31 to 70. 
Analysis used Survey Monkey online tools, including their 
calculations	of	statistical	significance	when	comparing	
differences	between	groups.	Open-ended	questions	were	
manually categorised. 
Low numbers in the under 18 and over 80 age groups, as well 
as “all others” gender, and 3068 postcode were too small to 
get	significant	results	in	comparisons	with	other	groups.	 
Sixty-six	per	cent	of	respondents	(No.=601)	identified	as	
female and 33% (No.=300) as male. The percentage of 
females increased with age, from 61% among 18–30 year 
olds to 72% among the 71–80-year-olds. 
Despite having paper copies of the survey available in 
English, Greek and Italian, in this pandemic year almost all 
responses were online.

Style
Percentages are rounded to zero decimal places. As you'll 
have noticed, quotes have only been edited for clarity. 
"Significant"	means	statistically	significant	at	p<.05.

Thanks
Nancy Atkin initiated, co-ordinated and laid out this 
Brunswick Residents Network survey. Thanks to members 
of  Walk on Moreland, Pedestrian Safety for Nicholson 
Street Coburg, BeSafeStreets (Brunswick East) and other 
interested community groups who come together in the 
Walking Working Group. Supporters gave many hours to 
survey	design,	outreach,	leafleting,	analysing	the	data,	
proof-reading and more. Special thanks to Annie Parkhill 
for data analysis, Andrea Bunting for chart design, and 
Nic Maclellan for editing. Thanks to our photographers, 
in particular Ilana Rose for her brilliant images. Thanks 
to the translators for our Greek and Italian language 
questionnaires. And to Wills MHR Peter Khalil, Senator 
Janet Rice, and Brunswick MLA Tim Read and their staff, 
for	photocopying	of	flyers,	together	with	the	shop-keepers	
who displayed them.
And of course, thanks to the 922 people who responded to 
an	email,	a	Facebook	request,	a	flyer,	or	a	leaflet	thrust	into	
their hand at the tram stop at 8am. 
For many years, BRN has been working with Moreland 
Council	to	promote	better	traffic	management,	cycling	
and walking in our neighbourhood: thanks to their 
transport staff who have listened to our lobbying and have 
implemented many community-proposed improvements. 
Anonymised data from this survey will be shared with 
council staff to promote further action and community 
engagement.

Survey method and analysis

P.S. For the bike riders: 
We	filtered	responses	to	check	who	moves	around	“Also 
by bike?” (Q.18), and found that bike-riders make up:
•	 47% of all respondents – 50% in Brunswick 3056
•	 By age, 55% of 31–50, and 34% of 71–80 year 

olds!



About Brunswick Residents Network
Brunswick Residents Network (BRN) is a local community network linking people across our neighbourhood. We’re 
working to create a safer, more liveable community. As local residents, we believe that renters, owners and local 
businesses should have a greater say over state government and council decisions that affect our suburb. We are not 
affiliated	to	any	political	party.
BRN organises community meetings, campaigns, public forums, research and reports, and a monthly newsletter
•	 Sign onto our monthly newsletter: http://eepurl.com/VX4a9

•	 Check out our Facebook page, and our website: brunswickresidents.wordpress.com/

•	 Contact us at brunswickresidentsnetwork@gmail.com
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